
ACROSS

3) The most famous dinosaur?

5) True or False - Spinosaurus was larger than T-Rex?

7) Kind of dinosaur. Size of a turkey. Claw on a feathered foot.

Sharp teeth. Long tail for balancing?

8) What was larger - plant eating dinosaurs or meat eating

dinosaurs?

9) Meat and plant eater?

12) Legs stood directly under them. Walked on their toes. Most

likely warm-blooded. Earthbound?

13) Plant eater?

14) An Allosaurus discovered in Wyoming’s nickname?

16) A dinosaur who ate sharks and lived on land and water?

18) What has five arms and five eyes and lives in the water?

20) True or false - Dinosaurs had pea size brains?

22) Insect eater?

23) This dinosaur means “Good Mother Lizard.” It has a female

name which means it will end in SAURA instead of SAURUS?

24) The largest T-rex discovered was nick-named?

25) Scientists now believe some dinosaurs were covered in?

26) This animal is a mammal HOWEVER they lay eggs, they are

found in Australia, they are shy?

27) This creature lives in the ocean on coral and rocks. They lived

at the time of dinosaurs. Their cousin is the Sand Dollar. They are

omnivores which means they eat plants and animals?

DOWN

1) Fish eater?

2) This creature lived with dinosaurs and is alive today.

Spinosaurus had some of the same characteristics because it

lived on land and in the water?

3) What can a crocodile regrow if it loses one?

4) What shaped eggs did carnivores have?

6) One of the most famous long-necked sauropods. They

discovered fossils in 1870 in the western United States. He was

longer than three buses bumper to bumper?

10) What shaped eggs did herbivores have?

11) What have scientists renamed starfish?

14) Velociraptor is related to this present day creature?

15) Meat eater?

17) This dinosaur had a row of armored plates. He was an

herbivore and peaceful?

19) A kind of crab with blue blood. They lived at the time of

dinosaurs?

20) A remaining impression of a prehistoric organism. It could be

a bug, a plant, a turtle, or a dinosaur. They help us learn about

our past?

21) A dinosaur discovered and named in 2018 in Africa. They are

now considered to be the largest land animal to ever live?
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE ANSWERS

ACROSS

3. TyrannosaurusRex

5. True

7. Velociraptor

8. Plant

9. Omnivore

12. Dinosaur

13. Herbivore

14. BigAL

16. Spinosaurus

18. Starfish

20. False

22. Insectivore

23. Maiasaura

24. Sue

25. Feathers

26. Platypus

27. SeaUrchin

DOWN

1. Piscivore

2. Spinosaurus

3. Teeth

4. Oval

6. Diplodocus

10. Round

11. Seastar

14. Bird

15. Carnivore

17. Stegosaurus

19. Horseshoe

20. Fossil

21. Ledumahadi


